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Abstract—Students often annotate texts they are reading
using highlighting, underlining, and written comments and
marks in the margins of the text. These may serve various
functions and will reflect each student’s goals and
understanding of the text. This research proposes two simple
biology-inspired approaches to represent the patterns of
student annotations and to cluster students based on the
similarity between their annotations; the annotations
produced were simple highlighting. To verify the
effectiveness of the proposed approaches, the research
compared the processing speed of these approaches with
generic hierarchical clustering algorithm implemented in
Matlab and compared the accuracy of the clusters with the
clusters created by human raters. The results show that both
of the proposed approaches are more efficient and accurate
than the generic hierarchical clustering algorithm. The
proposed methodology can be implemented as an add-on to
existing learning management systems and e-book readers,
to automatically offer the students important notes and
annotations conducted by others (either peers or students in
the past) who have similar annotation behaviour pattern and
style to the students.
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I.

Biology-inspired;

quantify chromosome differences between students and
cluster students with similar chromosomes. In order to
assess the performance of the proposed chromosome-based
approaches, we first compare the processing time used by
each approach with that used by the generic hierarchical
clustering method (implemented in Matlab). Furthermore,
we check the accuracy rate of each approach by comparing
them clusters identified by human raters.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II reviews the literature on annotation and
clustering approaches. Section III discusses the two
proposed approaches; how to convert a student's highlights
to a chromosome and how to measure the difference
between two chromosomes? Section IV describes the
method of clustering chromosomes. Section V shows the
evaluation results. Section VI provides a conclusion and
discusses possible future research directions.
II.

Chromosome;

INTRODUCTION

Annotation is often a useful tool that readers use to
help them to enhance their learning from text [2]. In one
common form of annotation, students read textbooks and
highlight the keywords they believe important in order to
make their learning more efficient. Due to the popularity of
Internet, many researchers have now developed web-based
annotation tools [11][25] or reading software that supports
such annotation.
Annotations made by different students are usually not
same and can be considered as a behavior pattern which
represents each student. For this reason, this research
converts the highlights made by a student into the bitstring chromosome and designs two approaches to measure
the similarity of two chromosomes. If students have
similar highlights on the text, then they may be clustered
into the same group. The students in the same cluster may
have similar thoughts on the text or similar learning
strategies for learning.
The annotation data for highlights on a text is a long
data sequence of 0's and 1's. This research proposes two
chromosome-based approaches to transform the students’
highlights on the text. We then use those to locate and
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ANNOTATION AND CLUSTERING

Annotation can help students read and learn. According
to Marshall (1997), there are telegraphic, or implicit, and
explicit annotations [18]. The implicit annotations (e.g.,
highlighting and underlining) contain meanings that
generally only the original annotator could know. The
explicit annotations (e.g., notes taking and drawings) have
more clearly stated meanings that other readers may also
understand. In some early research, it was found that
students usually preferred to make annotations directly on
textbooks or notebooks instead of making electronic
annotations [1][20].
As the Internet has become more popular, digital and
electronic documents are widely used and accepted by
students. Making annotations on electronic documents for
learning has gradually become more attractive to students
[2]. There are many tools for making annotation on
electronic and on-line documents today: Kurhila and
colleagues (2003) develop an annotation system called
EDUCOSM for web-based learning [15]; Rau and
colleagues (2004) develop Web-based Annotation Tools
(WATs) for students making annotations directly on the
web pages and sharing their annotations with others [22];
Yeh and Lo (2009) develop Online Annotator for EFL
Writing which allows teachers to mark errors and to do
corrections on online documents and students can receive
the corrective feedback from teachers in the online
composition class [25]; Chao and colleagues (2010)
develop a cross-media annotation system [5]; and,
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Chiarella and colleagues design a reading application
(CoREAD) that supports simple highlighting annotations
and, in addition, adds social text signals to the text by
aggregating the annotations of the readers [6][7].
Some research has been conducted to assess the
effectiveness such tools have for improving students’
learning performance. Chang and colleagues (2006) have
found that annotating learning materials is an effective
learning strategy for student's reading comprehension
ability [4]; Hwang and colleagues (2007) have found that
the student's learning performance does improve in both
individual learning and group learning scenarios [12]; and,
Hwang and Hsu (2011) have found that pre-reading and
annotation sharing have positive impact on student's
learning [11].
Clustering is a means used to divide a data set into
subsets. The items in a subset are similar or have the same
features as the other items [8][24]. Many clustering
methods exist. Two well-known clustering methods are
Hierarchical Clustering and Partitioning Clustering.
In Hierarchical Clustering a hierarchical tree is
constructed that presents the clusters in a tree structure
called a dendrogram [3][14]. In the hierarchical tree, the
root is a cluster which contains all items from the data set
and the leaves are the individual items. Figure 1(a) shows a
data set with six items and Figure 1(b) shows a possible
hierarchical tree for the data set. Different hierarchical
trees can be established with different similarity
measurement approaches.
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Figure 2.

Therefore, the main purpose of this research is to
clustering students according to their annotation behaviors.
Furthermore, giving teachers the cluster results so teachers
can assist students whose annotations have different focus
or miss cover the most important concepts that the
particular text is talking; also, giving students feedback
such additional notes created by their fellow students of
same cluster and supplemental materials that they may
need to or may want to know.
III.

CHROMOSOME-BASED HIGHTLIGHT PATTERN AND
COMPARISONS

This research treats a student's implicit annotations (i.e.,
highlights added to a digital text) as a chromosome; as
such, the chromosome can represent the student. The data
analyzed was produced by 40 undergraduate students who
read a text about the Flynn Effect [19] and highlighted
sections of text they determined were important for the
task of writing a summary of that text [6][7]. The text was
2894 words long and so each "chromosome" has a length
of 2894 bits.
Figure 3(a) shows a sentence from the original text.
Figure 3(b) shows the highlights made by one student.
Some tests consist only of
abstract-reasoning
problems, and others
focus on such special
competencies as
arithmetic, spatial
imagery, reading,
vocabulary, memory or
general knowledge.

(b) Hierarchical tree

Figure 1.

Partitioning Clustering is different from Hierarchical
Clustering as it divides the data set into subsets by predefined parameters such as the number of clusters and the
size of clusters [8]. K-means Clustering is one of the
common partitioning clustering methods [9][16]: the K
represents the number of clusters. The first step of Kmeans Clustering is to generate K clusters for the data set
by randomly choosing K items as the center of the clusters.
Take Figure 1(a) as example, supposed K is set to 2
and the method randomly chooses items "a" and "e" as the
cluster centers. The method then clusters items into the
two clusters using a distance calculation shown in Figure
2(a). The two clusters and its items are {a, d} and {e, b, c,
f}. The method then calculates the new center of the
clusters as Figure 2(b) shows. The method stops when it
cannot find any further item exchange happens among
clusters, which means, items in a cluster have minimum
distances to the cluster center compared with the distance
to other cluster centers.

(a) Original Text

Some tests consist only of
abstract-reasoning
problems, and others
focus on such special
competencies as
arithmetic, spatial
imagery, reading,
vocabulary, memory or
general knowledge.
(b) Highlighted Text

Figure 3.

Each word's highlight status can be represented by 0
(no highlight) and 1 (has been highlighted) as Figure 4
shows, so a bit-string chromosome can be retrieved.

Figure 4.

Transformed annotation data.

This research develops two basic approaches, the
standard approach and the quantitative approach, to
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chromosomes to a two-dimensional plane as Figure 7 and
8 show. To map the chromosomes to a two-dimensional
plane according to their difference values to the
benchmark chromosome, this research divides a
chromosome into two parts and uses each part's difference
value as the x-y coordinates.
First, we take User #1 as the benchmark chromosome
to calculate the coordinates. Assuming User #1's
coordinates is (0, 0), then we can have User #2's
coordinates is (3,138, 0) according to the difference value;
User #3's coordinates is (0, 0); and, User #4's coordinates
is (1, 1,030). For bottom up clustering, each user
represents a single user cluster at very beginning. After
that, a new cluster C5 can be found by combining cluster
C1 and C3 together. The coordinates of cluster C5's center
is still (0, 0) due to both C1 and C3 locate at same place.
We can the merge cluster C5 with C4 and have a larger
cluster C6 with center coordinates (0.5, 515). At the end,
the cluster C2 and C6 are merged and have a root cluster C7
with center coordinates (1,569.25, 257.5). Figure 9 shows
the hierarchical tree for the standard approach results.

measure the similarity of chromosomes as well as to
cluster chromosomes.
In the standard approach we use one chromosome as
the benchmark and measure how different the other
chromosomes are to it. As Figure 5 shows, there are four
differences between the chromosomes of User #1 and User
#2; differences occur at positions 2, 7, 11 and 12.
User #1 01100101111011011110001
User #2 00100111110111011110001
Figure 5.

Chromosomes represent User #1 and User #2.

We assign each difference a 2i-1 value, where the
parameter i means the position of the difference occurs; in
this example, the assigned difference values are 2(2-1), 2(7-1),
2(11-1) and 2(12-1). The total difference value between User
#1 and User #2 is 21+26+210+211=3,138.
Figure 6 shows another example for User #1 and User
#3. In this example, the assigned difference values are 2(121)
, 2(14-1), 2(15-1), 2(23-1) and total difference value is
11
2 +213+214+222=4,220,928.
User #1
User #3
Figure 6.

01100101111011011110001
01100101111110111110000

User #1
User #2
User #3
User #4

Chromosomes represent User #1 and User #3.

Although four differences occurred in both examples
the similarity (i.e., the difference value) between the
benchmark chromosome and comparison chromosome is
quite different. Since the standard approach weights each
difference by position the total difference value for pairs of
chromosomes with the same number of differences can
differ by a large amount; this is especially true when a
chromosome's length is large.
With the quantitative approach, we attempt to correct
the abovementioned drawback. The quantitative approach
also uses 2i-1 to calculate a difference value, but the
parameter i here indicates the number of the difference
instead of the position where each difference occurs. Using
Figure 5 as example, there are four differences occurring at
positions 2, 7, 11, and 12. However, the assigned
difference value for the difference occurring at position 11
is 2(3-1) this time instead of 2(11-1), because it is the third
difference. Under such circumstance, the total difference
value between User #1 and User #2 is 20+21+22+23=15 if
we use the quantitative approach to compare the two
chromosomes.
Although the quantitative approach may have
undistinguishable cases happened when two chromosomes
have the same amount of differences occurred at different
positions compared with the same benchmark chromosome,
the chromosomes may be considered to categorize into the
same cluster in some senses. For instance, given a lengthy
benchmark chromosome (e.g., a 200-word paragraph), a
few chromosomes have only couple of differences
compared to the benchmark chromosome could be
clustered together if all other chromosomes have a lot of
differences compared to the benchmark chromosome.
IV.

Figure 7.

Figure 8.
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Chromosomes representing Users #1 to #4.

Hierarchical tree of standard approach.

For the quantitative approach results, the process is
same. We still take User #1 as the benchmark chromosome
to calculate coordinates. Given User #1's coordinates is (0,
0), we can have User #2's coordinates is (15, 0); User #3's
coordinates is (0, 0); and, User #4's coordinates is (1, 3).
For bottom up clustering, the generated hierarchical tree
set is quite similar to the standard approach results as
Figure 10 shows. The differences are the coordinates of the
cluster centers, for instances, cluster C6 center's
coordinates is (0.5, 1.5) and cluster C7 center's coordinates
is (7.75, 0.75).

CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

For student clustering, this research considers both Kmean partitioning clustering and hierarchical clustering
methods to cluster the chromosomes by mapping the
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Figure 9.

classified by the human cluster, then the precision is 0.3,
which means only 30% of the output is correct.
Precision may not be enough for evaluating the
performance of an approach, however, because precision
only takes the output of an approach into consideration.
For example, when all users in a proposed cluster
classified by approach A occur in the cluster classified by
the human cluster, then the precision is 1. However, what
if we know that there are only three users in the cluster
created by approach A but there are twenty users in the
cluster classified by the human rater? Approach A no
longer appears to be a highly performing technique since it
missed 17 of the users as classified by the human rater.
In the abovementioned case, the recall measure
provides a means of assessing any misses. The modified
definition of the recall measure for this research is

Hierarchical tree of quantitative approach.

V.

EVALUATION

To evaluate the proposed chromosome-based
clustering approaches two performance indicators were
used: speed (i.e., how fast the approach can process the
data) and performance (i.e., how well the task is
performed).
First, we implement generic hierarchical clustering
method with pdist, linkage, and dendrogram functions in
Matlab. We then compared the processing time that
different approaches took to cluster the 40 students'
annotations. Table I lists the processing times for each
algorithm.
TABLE I.

mapping
(ms)
clustering
(ms)
Total (ms)

recall =

Quantitative

Hierarchical
Clustering

Human
Rater

5.74

5.00

N/A*

N/A*

24.21

22.43

28.43

263,690

29.95

27.43

28.43

263,690

*. for the generic hierarchical clustering and human clusters, there is no additional step of
mapping the user's chromosome to two-dimensional plane for calculating the distances from
other users' chromosomes for the preparation of partitioning clustering.

Human rater clustering was the slowest approach. The
quantitative approach, on the other hand, is the fastest
approach. Nevertheless, both of the standard and the
quantitative approach take less time for doing clustering
than the generic hierarchical clustering approach. With
mapping and clustering times combined, the total time for
the three approaches is approximately the same.
For the performance evaluation, we use human rated
clusters as the benchmark or ideal outcome. The output of
the three different approaches (i.e., the two proposed
chromosome-based approaches and the generic
hierarchical clustering Matlab approach) were therefore
compared with the human rated clusters to determine
which performed the best.
Two widely used measures for evaluating the
performance of such tasks from the information retrieval
research field are precision and recall. The modified
definition of the precision measure for this research is
precision =

manual _ cluster _ users ∩ approach _ cluster _ users
approach _ cluster _ users

(2)

Take the abovementioned case into consideration, only
this time we will use the recall measure to evaluate the
performance of approach A. Since there are twenty users
in the cluster classified by the human rater and all three
users in the proposed cluster classified by approach A are
correct, the recall is only 0.15 according to Eq.(2). This is
significantly less than the perfect score of 1 for precision.
Once again, the recall measure is not perfect and works
independently. For example, if the output of approach A
has fifty users in a cluster and the cluster classified by the
human rater only has twenty users, then if all of the latter
users are in the former group the recall is 1. Clearly,
approach A is not a good approach since 30 users in the
cluster should not be so grouped according to the human
rater.
It is easy to use precision and recall, but we should not
consider only one at a time; that is why we need the Fmeasure [10][17]. The F-measure is a weighted
combination of precision and recall and has a range of 0 to
1.

TIME COST

Standard

manual _ cluster _ users ∩ approach _ cluster _ users .
manual _ cluster _ users

Fβ = (1 + β 2 ) ×

precision × recall

β 2 × precision + recall

.

(3)

The F-measure has been used to evaluate the
performance of clustering methods [13][21][23]. If a
research favours more precision then it sets beta value
close to 0.5 (i.e., F0.5), on the other hand, it sets beta value
close to 2 (i.e., F2) In this research, we also use it to
evaluate the performance of the proposed chromosomebased approaches. Table II lists the precision, recall, and Fmeasure values for each approach.

. (1)

From the definition, we see that precision means the
accuracy of an output of an approach. As an example, if
there are ten users in the proposed cluster classified by
approach A and only three users exist in the same cluster
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AVERAGE* PRECISION, RECALL AND F-MEASURE FOR

TABLE II.
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